Abstract-This paper introduces an optimal deployment algorithm of sensors in a given region to provide desired coverage and connectivity for a wireless sensor network. Our paper utilizes two separate procedures for covering different regions of a symmetrical rectangular area. The proposed method divides the given area of interest into two distinct subregions termed as the central and edge regions. In each region, a unique scheme is used to determine the number and location of sensors required to monitor and completely cover the region keeping the connectivity and coverage ranges of the sensors, their hardware specification and the dimensions of the region concerned as the constraints. Our scheme reduces the overhead in determining the position of sensors for deployment by following a coverage and connectivity algorithm of lesser complexity rather than those present in related schemes. Finally, we compare our deployment scheme with the interpolation scheme of [2] in regions of different dimensions and different coverage and connectivity levels with different sensing ranges of the sensors to show our cost efficiency over the latter.
INTRODUCTION
WSNs form the face of modern communications. New techniques are frequently being developed to optimize the multi-faceted trade-offs between parameters like cost, connectivity, energy consumption, coverage, communication range and other application specific issues as needed.
A WSN refers to a collection of spatially and temporally distributed/used sensors i.e. devices that detects or measures a physical property and records and communicates it or responds to it. The entire set of nodes work as a unit reliably communicating with nearby nodes and completes the task they are expected to. Coverage and connectivity of wireless sensors are the parameters of our concern in this paper. Coverage refers to the sensing region of a node i.e. a sensor can detect a parameter only if it lies within the coverage of the concerned node. Connectivity refers to the range or area 978-1-4577-1379-8/12/$26.00 ©2012 IEEE 299
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Institute of Computer Science SensorLab, Telematics Group, Georg-August-Universitaet Goettingen Goettingen, Germany. alfandi@cs.uni-goettingen.de, hogrefe@informatik.unigoettingen.de around a sensor node within which it can communicate reliably i.e. receive or transmit data to nodes or measure the concerned parameters within a certain degree of accuracy and precision. The collection of nodes deployed and working together in a given range forms a network. The network is said to be covered if every node has at least one other node within its coverage region. Equivalently, a network is connected if there is at least one path to exchange data between any two nodes in the network. A network is kcovered if every node has exactly k other nodes within its coverage region and k-connected if there is k distinct paths of data transmission between any two nodes. Reliability of data transmission is a central issue in communication systems, typical examples being data generated in patient monitoring service in a hospital and military intelligence service in a battlefield. I-coverage or 1-connectivity is insufficient there because the breakdown of a single node or link may result in loss or corruption of important data. k-connectivity or k-coverage (where k? 1) and redundancy i.e. presence of duplicate nodes are needed here to ensure almost error free communication. But this improvement in efficiency is invariably accompanied by increased cost. Conversely, for tasks like daily temperature or rainfall sensing, cost is an important issue governing the deployment of sensors. Thus, an optimization is desired which provides the maximum possible efficiency at minimum cost. Such a design, despite ensuring multi -level coverage and connectivity is the aim of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Optimisation problems on coverage and connectivity are a topic of huge interest and practical applications in today's world. Efficient algorithms are frequently being developed in this field. The basic modelling of sensors and their architecture is discussed in [3] and [6] . [3] also addresses security issues & schemes for protection of deployed sensor network from malicious attacks. Different studies have been done on the sensor implementation on the basis of specific protocols or standard parameters. Medium Access Control (MAC) layer protocol implementations for WSNs, Coverage Connectivity Protocols (CCP) and Special Purpose and Application Based Networks (SPAN) are discussed in [6] .
Efficiency in power management is an issue of concern in handling sensors. Sensors mainly function in three modessleep (power saving) mode, listen (receiving) mode and talk (transmitting) mode. Optimization solutions deciding how much time a sensor spends in each mode are addressed in [5] and [7] .
Coverage and connectivity is the centre point of discussion for most WSNs. Geometrical and mathematical modelling of coverage and connectivity issues are there in [1] , [4] - [7] . [5] Reliability of coverage and connectivity i.e. multi -level coverage and connectivity is the prime point of discussion in our paper. [2] , [7] discuses k-coverage for k? 1 while [4] talks about full coverage with 2-connectivity and 1-connectivity. Our paper provides a generalized algorithm for both k-coverage and k-connectivity implementation at low cost.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Problem statement: Given a region R we want to find an optimum deployment scheme so that the entire region is k, connected and k, covered. We assume the binary sensing model and propose our placement solutions. But first we describe the two placement solutions that have been proposed so far [2] :
PAST WORK
A. The Duplicate Placement Scheme A simple way to achieve k-coverage is to ensure I-coverage and connectivity and then deploy k identical sensors at each designated location. For I-coverage placement, [2] adopts the method proposed in [8] , which uses the minimum number of sensors to achieve I-coverage and connectivity [4] . It suggests placing sensors row by row, where each row of sensors guarantees continuous coverage and connectivity while adjacent rows guarantee continuous coverage of the whole area. According to the relation between rc and r., [8] divides the discussion into two cases: 300 1. When r c<-V3rs , sensors on each row are separated by a distance of rce so the connectivity of sensors in each row is guaranteed. Also, each row of sensors covers a belt-like area of width 2a, where a = -VCr s2-. 25 r c 2 ) Adjacent rows are shifted vertically by a distance (rs +a), and horizontally by a distance of r c /2 . This guarantees the coverage of the whole area. 2. When r c>-V3rs , the above scheme uses a lot of extra sensors. So a regular placement of triangular lattice [9] is adopted, where adjacent sensors are separated by a distance of-V3r s . After determining the locations of the sensors by above methods they place k sensors at each location to achieve kcoverage of the entire region. In the 1st case, the distance between adjacent rows can be greater than rc so an extra column of sensors is necessary to connect the network where the distance between the sensors is less than or equal to r., B. The Interpolating Scheme:
Unlike the previous scheme, duplicate sensors are not used here. In this method, additional rows of sensors are deployed between original rows of sensors used to achieve I-coverage using the method proposed in [8] . The deployment scheme is divided into 3 parts in [8] according to the relationship between r, and r., Case I: rc~(-V3/2)rs The sensors are deployed to achieve I-coverage as mentioned before. An additional row of sensors are added between each pair of adjacent rows to achieve 3-coverage. Each row is placed a distance rs above the previous row. Adjacent sensors in each row are separated by a distance rc. In this case, distance between adjacent rows is rs-One more column of sensors separated by a distance of r; is deployed to connect adjacent rows.
Case II: (-V3/2)rs<r~(2+ -V3)r/3 For 2-coverage, the previous scheme is used. Therefore, if the desired k=3, we need to add one extra row of sensors between each new row and the corresponding old row. Each extra row is shifted horizontally by a distance rc/2 from the previous row. Neighboring sensors are separated by a distance of 2rc.
Case III: rc> (2+ -V3)r/3 Their scheme uses a strip based deployment scheme in which d is a certain fraction of rs-depends on the desired level of coverage and connectivity and also on rc.
PRESENT WORK
Our Proposed deployment scheme We use a different deployment scheme for the edges and the central areas of the region to be monitored. Edges are defined as regions whose dimensions are~~2rs (proof for this is given later).
Fig.I. Demarcation between central and edge regions
Step 1: Partition of the whole region The entire region is divided into central and edge regions.
Step 2: Deployment in the Central regions We divide our scheme into two cases dependent on rc and rs for central regions. Step 4: Deployment in the edge regions: n edges we evaluate the optimum distance d for I-coverage and duplicate this scheme n times for n coverage problem. d is chosen so that the area covered by the strip (the region between the pair of horizontal lines in fig.8 ) is maximum. If d is the distance between adjacent nodes, the width of the strip is given by 2*-V(r s 2-d
2/4).
So the area of strip will be maximum if the area d.2-V(r s 2-
is maximum. For this we get d=-V2 r.. So we choose the width of the edge region as -V2r s. From coverage scheme in this case we duplicate the 1 coverage scheme n times.
Calculation of d for 5, 6, 7 coverage and above: Here, the perimeter of sensor M is covered by nodes of all 5 types mentioned. We find that the distance between adjacent rows and columns are same for 5, 6 and 7 coverage using this scheme. We get a 7 covered network when each node is 7 perimeter covered. Calculations for d(i,j) , UI, U2, U3,U4, Us are exactly the same as in previous cases. From figure node M is 7 perimeter covered if the arc of M, perimeter covered by node 1s and node 2q overlap.
For this -45°+U1=90 o-U2. So d=2 r, I-VI0.
Using these values of d we deploy sensors for different levels of coverage and connectivity for the cases shown above. For a generalised n coverage (n>4), we duplicate the 4 coverage deployment scheme k(=n/4) times and the r= (nk*4) coverage deployment scheme once. We use the 4 coverage deployment scheme repetitively because its gives the best results compared to other coverage levels. TABLE 1 In the diagram of 7 coverage additional contribution are there due to nodes that are at a distance 3d row-wise or column-wise and nodes that are at a distance 2d row-wise and column-wise. These are not shown in the figure above and if we add them, the network will be 7 covered. The above diagram shows up to 6 coverage.
From the comparisons we see that our scheme works better in most of the cases than the interpolating scheme. In some cases the interpolating scheme works better but that is marginally better in most instances. Moreover our scheme can be extended to achieve higher level of connectivity by adding only a few sensors. Our scheme works especially well for 4 coverage and 7 coverage schemes. In all the comparisons given above for different relationships between rsand rc we see that our scheme always works better for these coverage levels compared to the interpolating scheme.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a sensor deployment scheme for k, covered and k, connected network. There is no bound on the relationship between the communication distance and the sensing distance of the sensors, so this can be viewed as a generalised solution. We have also considered multilevel connectivity and multilevel coverage. In our work we assume a binary sensing model and take the sensing and communication ranges of the sensors to be circular in shape. As future work our work can be extended to probabilistic sensing model and also for sensing and communication regions of irregular shape. Energy saving protocols to increase the lifetime of sensor networks can also be implemented on the deployment scheme proposed in this paper and the utility of this scheme for lifetime enhancement can also be investigated.
